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Want to stroll down the Champs Elysees in Paris? Feel like taking a personal look at the Great Wall of China? Or perhaps you’d like to explore the island of Tahiti on your lunch break? Thanks to Google Earth, you can.

With Google Earth, you can forget the Frequent Flyer miles. All you have to do is plop down in front of your monitor to see the world up close the easy way. No lousy airline food, no baggage claim, no customs line — just plain fun!

And I’m not just talking about some plain old maps here. Google has gone to the trouble to bring you the latest in high-tech GIS (Geographical Information Systems) — and has done it right. Although the program can easily compete with most of the high-end GIS software around today, Google Earth isn’t just for the cognoscenti: It’s for the masses.

Yes, there is such a thing as love at first sight. I fell in love with Google Earth about 30 seconds after I installed it. I found but one thing lacking. As several other Google Earth users once lamented, there was no such thing as Google Earth For Dummies.

Well, now there is. This is the book that I wish I had had on my desk during my early explorations with this fabulous program. It’s designed from the ground up to provide you with all that you need to know to get the most from Google Earth from the very start.

In this book, you’ll see not just how to spin a digital globe on your screen but also how to dig into all the wonderful features that Google Earth has to offer. That means that you can find — in a single resource — everything from how to search for pizza parlors to understanding how latitude and longitude work.
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Cracking DES: Secrets of Encryption Research, Wiretap Politics & Chip DesignO'Reilly, 1998

	Sometimes you have to do good engineering to straighten out twisted politics. The Electronic Frontier Foundation, a nonprofit organization that was founded to ensure that the principles embodied in the Constitution and Bill of Rights are protected as new communications technologies emerge, and O"Reilly, the premier publisher of computer...
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Delta-Sigma A/D-Converters: Practical Design for Communication Systems (Springer Series in Advanced Microelectronics)Springer, 2012

	The emphasis of this book is on practical design aspects for broadband A/D converters for communication systems. The embedded designs are employed for transceivers in the field of ADSL solutions and WLAN applications. An area- and power-efficient realization of a converter is mandatory to remain competitive in the market. The right choice for...
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Advances in Audio and Speech Signal Processing: Technologies and ApplicationsIGI Global, 2007

	Audio and speech processing have achieved important status in development in the last three decades, improving the standard of living of many people. Regarding these applications, several signal processing algorithms have been developed to assist the speech impaired and improve the learning ability of children. Advances in Audio and Speech...
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How to Prepare Your Curriculum Vitae (How to series)McGraw-Hill, 2003
The curriculum vitae, a resume of educational and work background, is essential for undergraduates applying to graduate and professional schools. Now revised and updated, How to Prepare Your Curriculum Vitae helps readers to analyze their academic career and create the best "academic resume" possible.

Features:


...
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Create Stunning HTML Email That Just WorksSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2010

	In the business world, on the other hand, people neither know about nor care about “HTML email”; they just want a nice-looking email newsletter that drives people to open it and read, click, or buy.


	This book is for web designers who are looking for a way to design and build effective HTML emails for their clients or...
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The Mac Hacker's HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
As more and more vulnerabilities are found in the Mac OS X (Leopard) operating system, security researchers are realizing the importance of developing proof-of-concept exploits for those vulnerabilities. This unique tome is the first book to uncover the flaws in the Mac OS X operating system—and how to deal with them. Written by two white hat...
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